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It's the season
to be jolly

So we know this month can be one of the top of months of the year if not the toughest the
social occasions are on left right and centre temptation put in front of us day in day out even
going to work doesn't give you a break from it.
That's why for us it's really important that we just focus on doing what we can do and not
stressing about what we can and also making sure that we can enjoy Christmas guilt free
because you've worked hard for most of the Year.

Now and as we get close to Christmas it's important that you feel you can relax enjoy
yourself and know that come January you've got to coaches who are going to be able to help
you move forwards for 2018.
So as we go through December we've got the last few weeks of our 10 week challenge and we
want to make sure that you lose a couple of pounds between now and then so over Christmas
anyway you goes on was what you just lost any way you can easily end December on the
same way that you are right now at the start of it.
As in the past with newsletters we've done plenty of tips and hints to help you avoid slipping
up when it comes to social occasions we didn't want to include that again this time so just
look back to last year's newsletter and you'll find plenty of tips advice and strategies that can
help you eliminate those excess calories that could easily rack up if you're not thinking about
it.
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What we wanted to focus on was help you with the activity and the
lifestyle side of things in this newsletter so first and foremost it's
important to remember that if you've hungover you're struggling
that you do get out and be active focus on your step count.
If you haven't got a Fitbit or something to record it with use your
phone it's really important to try and keep my steps up high
particularly when those lazy Days and temptation will tell you to
stay in and feel sorry for yourself we both been there before in the
past and we know what it feels like…. But there's nothing more
rewarding than going out getting your steps up in the fresh air even
if it's raining in fact we bring Aoife-Mae out so that we can take her
out in the water and jumping up and down the puddles.
We want to go through a few tips to help you make sure that
Christmas doesn't have too much of an impact on you and give you
some tips to help you reduce stress and bloating because over
Christmas.
If we can get very stressed although we associate is being a happy
time of year many people become very stressed around Christmas
worrying about things so we wanted to give you some key points and
tips that can help make it smoother time for you so you can literally
enjoy yourself like you should be able to.

1

`Removing or reducing
stress Journalling-

yes that again with pops up time and time again but we can't over underestimate
the value that this will add to you if you can get into the Habit of writing things
out how you feeling what you're thinking what you're struggling with and
ultimately broadcasting your thoughts on the page.
Since since we started doing this we've noticed significant reduction are stress
levels and it's meant that we can actually enjoy things to take a step out
remember to write it down don't give yourself too much to do in right out your
free things in the morning what you going to achieve that day then once you've
done them take them off she get that sense of achievement. If you're having a
stressful day again take a step back write out your thoughts and feelings and
then throw the paper away so that you're throwing those thoughts and feelings
away.
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One thing will find is that will often stressed about things that we can't control stressing
about what if this happens what if that happens in particular around Christmas stressed
about Pepsi people don't like the present of the food doesn't go right if we don't get to the
shop in time or what we want is gone however reality is we can't control most of it what we
can do is look at what we're doing right now and focus on the Here and Now.
This sort of brings us towards a book that we’ve mentioned time and time again which is
loving what is by Byron Katie and also another book by Dr John F martini called the
breakthrough experience because they're all about helping align Your Mind with your body
and moving forwards in your life because that's all we can do we can't control the what ifs
all we can do is control here and now if you find that you're struggling with that and the
journalling isn't helping please remember inbox is always open for you.

2

Reducing bloating
this way

when eating a lot of rich foods particularly when there are social occasions and it's
not a 98 to tell you to avoid them in fact we're definitely not going to tell you to avoid
them we want you to enjoy them when you're out but what we do want to do is help
you reduce bloating the next day or even that evening if we can.
The first thing to try and do is increase the amount of water you're drinking because
it's very difficult to drink too much water but quite easy to forget that particularly if
we are out socialising and even on the alcohol to soak dried drink a minimum of 2 to
3 L of water.

Then it's also common sense of making sure that you hold daily calorie intake
doesn't comprise a junk food we know it can easily be done but tried to make sure
you get a nutrient nutrient rich foods into your day fruit veg there anything to help
you to make sure that you've got plenty of fibre in your diet to make sure that you
were mine regular.
In fact both of us have had trouble with digestion in the past and we noticed a huge
improvement in our bowel movements once we start to increase the amount of fruit
and veg that we consume.
One thing we love about December is looking forward to a new year a fresh start but
so many people have to leave it until January to start thinking about it before you
know it days of run away with you because January can be a busy time trying to get
back into routine.
That's why we think it's important that you spend a few minutes Focus and I'm not
your goals are for 2018 and looking forward to them don't be afraid to share them
with us and even share them in the group because the more people who share your
goals with the 2018 the more likely you are to achieve them.
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And we know it might seem a bit premature to be thinking about 2018 already when you
have a stressful month ahead however looking a little bit forward to can help you see light
at the end of the tunnel and also motivate you to have a good month so that you set the
Year up to a good beginning.
As we've said already is going to be a manic month so we wanted to create a simple easy to
follow checklist for you so each day you can take it off so you know that you would choose
something and you're keeping on track even if it's not as good as it might be.

1

Journal

of course you're going to need this because we want to make sure that you're keeping on
track and not feeling stressed so make sure you've got your data to hand wherever you are
whatever you're doing make sure first thing in the morning this helps you start the day in a
position of control, power and aligned with your goals.

2

multivitamins

Do You take these if you do make sure you remember that because it's that time of
year where many people forget them and then they can start to feel rundown and
sluggish and if you don't take them make sure you are eating plenty of fruit and veg
as we've already mentioned because making sure you get your vitamins and minerals
in is crucial to stay and energized and feeling good throughout this month.

3

waterbottle

again a water bottle is probably similar to the journal that pops up time and time
again but will it be in a bit colder it's quite easy to forget to keep hydrated so
make sure that you're carrying a water bottle around with you or you're always
drinking at least 2 to 3 L everyday if you're struggling with this download an app
to remind you to drink water every couple of hours is quite simple once you get
into the Habit of it you'll find you feel more thirsty but that's a positive thing
because it's going to help you to form a long lasting habit
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4

Calories

make sure you're tracking these we have mentioned in the group a few times
about making sure your tracking weekend because we don't want you to undo all
your hard work throughout the week when it gets to the weekend and it is so
easily done. so Make sure that you're keeping an eye on the calories even if
you're not happy being quite as good or the calories is slightly over on the
weekend by tracking in was going to help you to make a more logic based
decision when it comes to choosing foods or drink.

Smile

5

yes we want you to smile so many of us forget to do this on a daily basis
particularly when we're stressed and feeling like we've got a million and one
things to do but we will take time out and make sure you put a smile on your
face because you're working hard and you're doing the best you can and
that's all any of us can do.

6

Remember your why

this is something that you should be doing every single day every single year
every single moment Of our life is remembering why your goals are important to
you why are you doing this why have you joined Hudson health because once
you know that why there's going to be no stopping you you going to stay on
track and even if you know you don't make loads of progress you know you're
doing a long-term thing this isn't a quick fix this is something that's going to
help set you up for life for us our why is always going to be the same thing AoifeMae and once we know we've got that we're going to be able to stay on track no
matter what even when it comes to Christmas and having a few drinks and too
much to eat every now and then.
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The 12 days before christmas

We will be doing a bit a 12 day challenge over christmas and will be live in the group each
evening with this and have lots planned so watch this space in the group as we prep for a
good solid last 12 days that fit your lifestyle around Christmas.

January (we know get December out
the way)

The first week of January we will certainly be making sure that we focus on doing
the 7-day challenges a little bit of a kick start to get the Year up and running, so if
you're up for doing that with us make sure you remember to get your food in before
the shops are closed, and we can't wait to help you in 2018 to become a better version
of you.

Ryan and Elly xx
Until Next time- we hope you enjoy this newsletter and it helps provide you with
value towards your goals.
We are extremely passionate about helping you and others just like you so would
appreciate if you would send any clients our way. In return we would happily offer
you a month free, or upgrade of your programme for a month (whichever suits you
best).
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